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Abstract It is well known that bone adapts its microstruc-
ture in response to loading. Based on this form-follows-
function relationship, we previously developed a reverse
approach to derive joint loads from bone microstructure as
acquired with micro-computed tomography. Here, we chal-
lenge this approach by calculating hip-joint loading patterns
for human and dog, two species exhibiting different loco-
motion, and comparing them to in vivo measurements. As a
proof of concept to use the approach also for extinct taxa,
we applied it to a cave lion fossil bone. Calculations were
in close agreement with in vivo measurements during walk-
ing for extant species, showing distinguished patterns for
bipedalism and quadrupedalism. The cave lion calculations
clearly revealed its quadrupedal locomotion and suggested
a more diverse behaviour compared to the dog, which is in
agreement with extant felids. This indicates that our novel
approach is potentially useful for making inferences about
locomotion in living as well as extinct mammals and to study
evolutionary joint development.
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1 Introduction

Bone can adapt its microstructure by means of a life-long
process in which osteoblasts add bone tissue at locations of
high mechanical loading, and osteoclasts remove it at loca-
tions of low mechanical loading. Osteocytes in the bone are
capable of sensing local tissue loading and are thus con-
sidered to trigger bone adaptation according to mechanical
loading. This process strives to create a state where all bone
tissue is loaded as uniformly as possible in order to avoid
peak loads and unnecessary weight (Barak et al. 2011; Lam-
bers et al. 2011; Pontzer et al. 2006; Roux 1881; Schulte et al.
2013; Sugiyama et al. 2012, 2010; Wolff 1892). The form–
function relationship due to bone adaptation implies that it
might be possible as well to reversely derive hip-joint load-
ing patterns from the femoral head microstructure by finding
a set of joint forces that produce such a state of uniform
tissue loading. In an earlier study, we developed a computa-
tional algorithm based on this principle (Christen et al. 2012).
In the present study, we apply this algorithm reconstructing
the elaborate loading patterns at the hip joint for human and
dog, two species exhibiting different locomotion. Results are
compared to direct in vivo force measurements using instru-
mented implants, as reported in the literature (Bergmann et al.
2001, 1993, 1984; Page et al. 1993). Considering the poten-
tial to reconstruct joint loads and thus infer locomotion of
extinct animals based on their fossil remains, as a proof of
concept, the algorithm is also applied to predict the load-
ing pattern for an extinct cave lion based on microstructure
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measurement obtained from a fossil femur. Since both, cave
lion and dog, are quadrupeds, their loading patterns are
expected to be similar but different from human bipedalism.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Human and dog samples

Two human and one canine (flat-coated retriever) cadaver
femoral heads were used. Human samples were from a
healthy (T-score: −0.5) and an osteoporotic (T-score: −4.0)
donor of similar age (82 and 89 years), weight (63 and 57
kg), and height (1.60 and 1.61 m) (Van Rietbergen et al.
2003). Trabecular bone volume fractions measured for a
cubic region at the centre of the femoral head were 0.50
for the healthy human, 0.28 for the osteoporotic human, and
0.44 for the dog.

2.2 Cave lion fossil

To apply the approach to extinct taxa, a Pleistocene Pan-
thera leo spelaea fossil femur (RGM St. 369296) from the
collection of the Naturalis Biodiversity Center in Leiden,
the Netherlands, was used. The specimen was found in the
Brown Ridge area, 80 km to the west of the Dutch shore
near IJmuiden in the North Sea (52◦25′ N., 3◦00′ O.) (Gross
1992).

2.3 Body weights

The healthy and osteoporotic human donors had a weight of
63 and 57 kg, respectively (Van Rietbergen et al. 2003). For
the canine, a value of 30 kg was used and for the cave lion, an
estimate of 250 kg. The size of the cave lion femur is compa-
rable to the upper half of the size variation in modern lions as
measured earlier (Gross 1992). Based on this, we chose the
cave lion body weight in accordance with the Panthera leo
body weight range (Walker and Nowak 1991). These body
weights were finally used to report the calculated loading in
per cent body weight.

2.4 Image acquisition and segmentation

Bone microstructure of the femoral heads was assessed using
micro-computed tomography (micro-CT) (Fig. 1). Human
bones were imaged at an isotropic resolution of 80 µm in
a previous study using a prototype of a micro-CT device
(µCT 80 prototype, Scanco Medical AG, Switzerland) (Van
Rietbergen et al. 2003). Segmentation was performed using
a fixed global threshold based on the image histograms. The
canine sample was scanned in the present study at an isotropic
resolution of 37 µm using micro-CT (µCT 80, Scanco Med-
ical AG, Switzerland) and the cave lion fossil at 82 µm

using high-resolution peripheral quantitative CT (XtremeCT,
Scanco Medical AG, Switzerland). Images of both species
were Gaussian filtered (dog: sigma=0.8, support=1 voxel;
lion: sigma=1.0, support=3 voxels) to remove noise and
segmented using a fixed global threshold (dog: 220/1,000;
lion: 180/1,000 of the maximum greyscale value) to dis-
tinguish bone from marrow. In all cases, filtering and seg-
menting parameters were chosen in such a way to match the
original greyscale image as close as possible. Since fossil
bone imaging is challenging due to possible in-filling of sed-
iments, a comparison of the original and segmented image
is provided for the cave lion (Fig. 2). Image processing lan-
guage (IPL, Scanco Medical AG, Switzerland) was used for
all image processing.

2.5 Micro-FE modelling and load estimation algorithm

Based on the micro-CT images, hip-joint forces were calcu-
lated using a recently developed load estimation algorithm
(Christen et al. 2012). This approach is based on the assump-
tion that bone strives for a uniform tissue loading distribu-
tion. In a first step, micro-finite element (micro-FE) models
of the femoral heads were generated based on the micro-
CT images by directly transforming image voxels into regu-
lar hexahedral finite elements (Van Rietbergen et al. 1995).
Only the head and neck region were modelled, resulting in
FE models with a large number of bone elements in the
healthy human (39,875,119 elements), osteoporotic human
(26,294,495 elements), dog (38,603,304 elements), and cave
lion (43,194,155 elements). Micro-FE analyses were then
performed to calculate the actual tissue loading for a set
of unit loads using the Scanco FE-solver (IPLFE, Scanco
Medical AG, Switzerland). Unit loads were evenly distrib-
uted over the contact area of the femoral head and applied
as distributed forces (with a resulting initial total force of
Funit = 1 kN) following a cosine function of the polar angle
with respect to the femoral head centre and perpendicular to
the articular surface, whereas the distal ends of the femurs
were fully constrained. This led to a total of 29 load cases
in the healthy human, 27 in the osteoporotic human, 33 in
the dog, and 34 in the cave lion. The applied forces should
well cover the physiologically possible range of loading since
forces in the joint act normal to the surface, assuming non-
frictional contact, and within the articulating surface. Tissue
loading was quantified as strain energy density (SED), U ,
for each unit load, i , and element, x , of the micro-FE mod-
els. Tissue properties were modelled linear elastic with a
Young’s modulus of 10 GPa and a Poison’s ratio of 0.3 for
all species (Pressel et al. 2005; Van Rietbergen et al. 1995;
Zysset et al. 1999). Equal bone tissue material properties in
the femur across species are assumed based on a study show-
ing that bone material properties of long bones do not vary
much within mammals and that the first material properties
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Fig. 1 Bone microstructures as acquired by micro-computed tomography for human, healthy (a) and osteoporotic (b), dog (c), and cave lion (d)
femoral heads

Fig. 2 Original micro-computed tomography scan (a) and the seg-
mented image (b) of the cave lion fossil femoral head

for long bones were conserved throughout evolution over the
time course of 475 million years (Erickson et al. 2002). In a
second step, the hip-joint forces were calculated by scaling
the set of n predefined unit loads until the summed resultant

SED of each load case, Ui (x), reached the most uniform SED
distribution (Fig. 3). This can be formulated as an optimisa-
tion problem finding the scaling factors, si , minimising the
residual, r(si ), over the bone volume, V :

min
si

r (si ) =
∫ [

n∑
i=1

[siUi (x)] − k

]2

dV

where k is a physiological target value for the local SED,
which was set to 0.02 MPa (Mullender and Huiskes 1995).
Non-negative least square optimisation (Lawson and Hanson
1974) is then used to calculate the scaling factors. Assuming
that all unit loads act equally long, the final force magnitude,
αi , is calculated by scaling the initial unit force, Funit, as
follows: αi = √

si Funit.

3 Results

The algorithm calculated peak forces of up to 458 % body
weight (BW), 237 % BW and 214 % BW, for the healthy
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Fig. 3 Tissue loading distribution at the microscopic level represented
as strain energy density (SED) for human, healthy (a) and osteoporotic
(b), dog (c), and cave lion (d) femoral heads. Distributions are deter-

mined based on the calculated loading and thus represent the best pos-
sible uniform distributions as found by the optimisation procedure
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c
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Fig. 4 Calculated hip-joint loading patterns for human, healthy (a) and
osteoporotic (b), dog (c), and cave lion (d)

human, osteoporotic human, and dog, respectively (Fig. 4a–
c). For humans, the main forces (of largest magnitude) were
calculated for the superior end of the femoral head, whereas
for the dog, these forces also started superior of the femoral
head but spread medially (Fig. 4a–c). Calculated human and
canine loading patterns compare favourably with in vivo
measurements during walking (Bergmann et al. 2001, 1993,

1984; Page et al. 1993). Only some small forces approx-
imately ten times smaller than the main forces calculated
for the lateral and medial rim were not in agreement in the
human case (Fig. 4a, b). Since in vivo measurements only
provide the resultant force, they may not be able to account
for such forces. For the cave lion, a peak force of 196 %
BW was found and calculated main forces started superior
of the femoral head and spread medially (Fig. 4d).

4 Discussion

Calculated peak forces for human and dog compare well to
in vivo hip-joint force measurements from the literature that
showed peak forces during stance phase of normal walk-
ing of 211–410 % BW in humans (Bergmann et al. 2001,
1993, 1984) and approximately 165 % BW in dogs (Page et al.
1993). At least in humans, these values depend on the walk-
ing speed as shown by increasing values from 280 % BW at
1 km h−1 to 480 % BW at 5 km h−1, and 550 % BW when
jogging (Bergmann et al. 1993). Peak forces measured dur-
ing normal walking are slightly below our estimates, likely
because our approach provides estimates of the prevalent
loading history also including larger forces such as during
faster walking or jogging. The force magnitude calculated
for the healthy human donor was almost twice as high as that
calculated for the osteoporotic donor. This difference is in
good agreement with the difference in bone density, which
was also almost twice as high in the healthy donor, suggest-
ing a near linear relationship between femoral bone density
and loading. It should be noted, however, that no history of
these donors was available. It is possible, for example, that
the osteoporotic femur was obtained from a wheelchair or
bedridden donor, in which case the predictions for the osteo-
porotic femur could be overestimating the actual loading if
the bone is no longer adapted to its mechanical environment.

Peak forces for dog and cave lion are in the same range.
Also, the calculated loading patterns, including forces spread
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medially, are in agreement. For both, dog and cave lion, cal-
culated main forces were rather spread over the femoral head
surface, typical for quadrupedalism (Bergmann et al. 1984),
whereas in human, these forces were concentrated at the
superior end of the femoral head (Fig. 4). These results indi-
cate that our calculated hip-joint forces allow inferring the
major locomotor modes bipedalism and quadrupedalism and
can provide quantitative information about the magnitude of
forces the bones were subjected to. The estimated hip-joint
forces could then be used in biomechanical models of ani-
mal locomotion (Hutchinson and Gatesy 2006), constrain-
ing joint range of motion and providing force magnitudes
that would be especially useful in cases where these model
parameters are not exactly known such as in extinct animals.

Calculated loading patterns of dog and cave lion reveal
differences in locomotor behaviour of the two species. Esti-
mated hip-joint forces for the cave lion are less uniform
because they cover a wider range of magnitudes and the
peak force seems more distinguished from the smaller forces
(Fig. 4c, d). This suggests a more diverse locomotor behav-
iour of the cave lion, which could be related to preying activ-
ities such as jumping. In general, felids exhibit a wider range
of femoral postures and a more flexible spine than canines
improving their jumping and agility performance (Jenkins
and Camazine 1977). The diverse loading pattern calculated
for the cave lion is thus in agreement with the behaviour
of extant felids. This indicates the potential of the present
approach to distinguish and infer species-specific locomo-
tion.

Although revealing promising results, there are limita-
tions to our study that need to be discussed and require fur-
ther consideration in future studies. First, we used a small
sample size. However, animals with different locomotion
behaviour were chosen to get a first impression how well
the approach works across species, and our results encour-
age conducting more studies to validate the approach for
different species and joints. This would also allow rigorous
validation of the method for long bones, extending the ear-
lier validation for mice vertebrae (Christen et al. 2012) and
cubic bone microstructures (Christen et al. 2013a). Second,
the sensitivity of the load estimation algorithm with respect
to the image resolution, location, and number of predefined
unit loads was not yet thoroughly investigated. The effect of
image resolution on the accuracy of micro-FE results, how-
ever, has been addressed in several earlier studies, and these
studies found that for high-density bone in the femoral head,
a resolution of 80 µm is adequate (Bevill and Keaveny 2009;
Ulrich et al. 1998; Van Rietbergen et al. 1995). To further
investigate this, we recently performed a pilot study using
cubic bone microstructures. In that study, we found that esti-
mates of the normal forces differed by less than 20 % when
changing the resolution from 20 to 80 µm, suggesting that the
approach is not very sensitive to the actual image resolution in

that range. Related to this, the question whether the algorithm
is sensitive enough to detect subtle differences in loading pat-
terns needed for answering evolutionary questions between
extinct species remains to be investigated. Third, segmenting
fossil bones is not straightforward due to possible artefacts
from partially fossilised specimens or post-depositional in-
filling of the inter-trabecular space. The uncommonly high
trabecular bone volume fraction of the cave lion fossil of
0.71 in our study indicates such an artefact on first sight.
However, segmentation thresholds were defined according
visual check of the greyscale images, and only one phase of
mineral seemed to be present allowing proper segmentation
(Fig. 2). Fourth, small forces at the lateral and medial rim
were calculated but not measured in vivo in humans (Fig. 4a,
b). Such forces are most likely not possible to measure with
instrumented hip implants since there is no rim that could
limit the motion in the hip joint and there is also no incon-
gruence between femoral head and acetabulum distributing
central forces to the rim. And fifth, mechanical forces are
not the only determinate of bone microstructure, complicat-
ing the structure–function relationship. Bone is a dynamic
tissue storing calcium and phosphorus and responding to
metabolic and nutritional changes. It is therefore evident
that bone microstructure is not only adapted to local load-
ing conditions but is also determined by non-targeted bone
remodelling to fulfil metabolic demands such as maintaining
calcium homoeostasis (Burr 2002). This also explains why
the tissue loading is not perfectly homogeneous as found in
the present study (Fig. 3). Nevertheless, we know most bone
formation takes place at high-load locations and most resorp-
tion at low-load locations (Schulte et al. 2013), and this seems
to be enough for our algorithm to reveal a reasonable loading
history as demonstrated in the present and also earlier studies
(Christen et al. 2013b, 2012).

The main novelty of this study is that it indicates the poten-
tial of deriving hip-joint loading patterns from present and
fossil bone microstructure. Deciphering this hidden message
within bone could be particularly useful to make inferences
about locomotion in cases where direct measurements are
not possible, but bone structures are available. Although the
present study provides a first proof of concept for the latter,
it is clear that this approach relies on an accurate segmen-
tation of the bone structure from fossil bones, which will
need further investigation. In broader perspective, the pre-
sented approach could also be useful to study evolutionary
aspects of joint development and loading in mammals. But
first, the outlined limitations with respect to validation, sen-
sitivity, and fossil image segmentation need to be addressed
in future research.
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